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Chief of Station, Mexico City

Chief, III

VIA: Chief, III

MEMO/Questional

Transmission of the 1962 and 1963 Mexican Telephone Directory

ACTION: XXI

1. Transmission herewith is a set of telephone directories dealing with the city of Mexico, Mexico. Volume I contains an alphabetical listing of subscribers and can be used in itself or in combination with Volume II, which is the numerical listing by telephone number. Volume I can also be used in combination with Volume III, which is the alphabetical listing by street number. It should be noted that Volume I was bound in two separate books, Volume II was bound in one book, and Volume III was bound in two books.

2. In order to explain a specific use of Volume II, let us say that the telephone number is known to be 0123456 which you can easily find on page 30, column 2, Volume II. At this time you are referred to page 356, column 1, Volume I and the listing made HU.4956, Guadal.

3. Volume III is used in a similar way. The known quantity this time is the street address which, for sake of example, is No. 93 Hidalgo, Mexico, found on page 455 of Volume III. You are referred to page 93, column 2 of Volume II and the listing made HU.245, Mexico.

4. A considerable amount of energy and expense has been put into the preparation of these books, and it is hoped that they prove useful to your Station. Headquarters regrets that it is not in a position to furnish extra copies for the Mexican service.

STANISLAVO LAGUIN

CLERK C. CARO

Attachment:
A. Volume I (2 books each)
B. Volume II (1 book each)
C. Volume III (2 books each)

Distribution: 3 - COS, Mexico City, w/attachment, herewith
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